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Introduction: Evolution of the Legal Technique Doctrine
Traditionally the instrumental nature of the law is associated with legal technique. it is a special art of communication within the legal field and includes a system of resources used to prepare legal acts (other legal documents) and other types of legal activities that ensure the perfection of form and content. at the same time, legal technique has largely evolved empirically, which has provided high reliability for its theoretical foundations. legal technique is firmly rooted as a fairly distinctive category, reflecting the historical conditions in which the legal system of a particular state develops while at the same time having international components.
legal technique appeared even at the birth of the law itself, although, according to the german scientist rudolf von Jhering, scientific views on legal technique began to appear much later. at the same time, the philosophical foundations of legal technique were laid by the ancient philosophers socrates, Plato, aristotle and Cicero; they drew attention to the importance of observing certain rules, which affected the development of legal technique. The ancient roman lawyers, participating in lawmaking and law enforcement, had already called for brevity of exposition and in fact sought to implement this rule of legal technique. its tools began to emerge during this period. however, the transition to a systematic study of legal technique, the development of its theoretical positions and the formulation of a doctrine of legal technique occurred much later, which is a quite natural process.
The evolution of the legal technique doctrine is characterized by distinct stages, based not only on the spasmodic movement to scientific results, but also on reformatory resources, the scientific interest in which has significantly intensified during periods of social transformation and state reforms. The early stages of the legal technique theory are associated with the British scientist and politician Francis Bacon. a lot of researchers consider Francis Bacon to be the father of the legal technique doctrine, which is consistent with the scientific paradigm followed by the scholar. The meaning of all his scientific work he saw in the revival of science, which should be ahead of practice and noted that "science aims to enrich human life with real events, i.e. the new means. " 1 legal technique is precisely such a field of science, thanks to which legal life is enriched by practical methods for improving the law. Francis Bacon contributed to the development of legal technique by laying out several rules for legislative composition, especially the need for the legal language to be laconic and exact, so that no pretexts were given for ambiguous interpretation of legal acts. he was one of the first to notice the role of incorporation as a reliable manner for composing a corpus of legal acts as way to systematize legislation and claimed that people needed science in the first place to solve practical problems.
samuel von Pufendorf, 2 a german thinker, historian and jurist, developed the idea for the first approaches to the legal technique doctrine and began not only to make serious requirements for the substance and purely technical aspects of legislation, but also extended the concept of legal technique beyond the bounds of exceptional legislative technique. The scholar included legal enforcement, stating that legal acts created by the government ought to be clear to the addressees; in other words, they ought to be set forth in plain language and be brought to the knowledge of citizens. in case of discrepancies in formulations, Pufendorf recommended addressing interpretation directly in a legislative body, or in special bodies delegated with the right of interpretation.
French scholar, Charles de montesquieu, based on the rational ideas from the rational nature of humans and their surrounding environment speculated about what should be the "style of legal act" regarding the importance of the successive terminology and the consistent principles used in legislation. in the opinion of montesquieu, one should be extremely cautious about changing previously established laws:
it is necessary to observe such solemnity and to take so many precautions that the people come to the conclusion that the laws are holy, since so many formalities are required to repeal them. 3 montesquieu also gave an account on several legislative statement principles in "The spirit of the laws" mentioning, among them, a simplicity and brevity in style, whereby the norms should set forth in a laconic and precise manner. The scholar pointed out that the essential condition of a law is the demand for "every word of its statement to evoke the same ideas with all people. " 4 he also proceeded to say that laws should not go too far into refinements, as "they are meant for ordinary people and contain the sound ideas of an ordinary housefather rather than the art of reasoning. " Id.
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Jeremy Bentham, the english sociologist, jurist and theoretical founder of political liberalism is also considered to be the father of nomography -the science of making legislation. Bentham characterized the linguistic rules for composing laws, as well as the rules for their internal structure. When composing a procedural law book, he pointed out that it was necessary to be motivated by principles that would provide simplicity, lack of ambiguity, and comprehensibility for the addressees.
This stage of the formation of legal technique theory can be traced back to the period from the early 16 th century to the late 18 th century. This formation laid out the general ideas on the subject of legal technique, whereas the term "legal technique" was being coined in to legal use and the scope of its application outlined. in the 18 th century, separate elements of legal technique contents were researched, wherein the indicated fact implies a new step in the development, motivated by the intensive development of social processes for the emerging role of regulators. The second stage in the development of legal technique doctrine began in the early 19 th century, marked by the first special "legal Technique" writing, dedicated to the study subject area by the german scientist, rudolf von Jhering. Jhering also noted that legal technique had emerged in the early days of the law itself, although scientific views on legal technique were just beginning to appear much later.
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Jhering described the purpose and role of legal technique as "something that ought to convince every layman in his ignorance... a legal method... it just creates a legal actor. " 7 subjectively, "technique" means the legal art of finishing legal material; on the objective level, it is a technical mechanism for a legal act. 8 Jhering formulated the concept of legal technique understanding it essentially to be a legislative technique. he classified the accumulated rules of legislative technique, thoroughly analyzed many of them, proposed some new rules for law-making, and defined the purpose of legal technology, including the nature and direction of its tools. in "legal Technique, " Jhering proved that technique was important for legal activity by claiming that technique is implicitly endued with significant ethic value whereas technical practical jurisprudence, being extremely careful with the smallest detail when dealing with the material, can praise itself for improving legal technique for the good of the sublime and the great; its hardly-visible work on the low-profile of the law fosters its development even more strongly that any intellectual work. an important step in the development of the doctrine of legal technique at this stage was the formulation of the right targets for legal technique that determine the nature and direction of its instrumental basis. Thus, in particular, Jhering and François gény, developing the ideas regarding the interrelation between law and interests, saw in legal technique a means of translating social needs into the language of law and constructing mandatory norms for maintaining order in society, which the sources of law serve in a formal sense. Positivism and communication in law represent the inalienable aspects of legal activity, determining its effectiveness.
serious attention to the text of standard laws for achieving potential simplicity and clarity only began in the 19 th century. 10 lord Thring, who has become famous for the art of editing laws, specified rules in an essay on practical legislation regarding the internal distribution of articles in a standard law.
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at this stage the legal technical requirements for law-making and certain other types of legal activities related to law-making (in particular, the technique of systematization) were formed. however, the general scope of legal technique was still in the law-making field, and this period lasted from the beginning of the 19 th century until the threshold of the 20 th century. The achievements during this stage include the entry and "rooting" of legal technique into the legal framework of the roman-germanic system, as well as its systematic study as an independent research topic. The third stage in the development of the legal technique doctrine is associated with active research into the technique and elaboration of numerous technical tricks, which began during the 20 th century and continues to the present time. This is evidenced by the practice of most states to consolidate, in particular, the rules on law-making technique. however, there are examples of a different status of legal technique. Presently in many european countries, the legally fixed rules of law-making have been applied for many years. This experience is highly instructive and useful not only with regard to methods for drafting legal texts, but also in terms of the correct choice of subject matter (regulation), the form of instrument, restrictions on amendments, and additions to legal texts, even in their legal expertise. it can be stated that the requirements for legislative technique have not found a uniform legislative consolidation as it is impossible to identify all requirements for drafting laws.
The ratio of doctrinal principles and regulatory requirements for bills and other regulations differs from country to country. in particular, there are several approaches to the sources where legal technical rules are set out, including: laws, parliamentary regulations, guides, recommendations, and special government and ministry of 14 The handbook is based on legal norms and practical rulemaking experience, the increased influence of european rule-making, and most of its recommendations refer to specific stages of the rule-making process. 15 The german Federal ministry of Justice, aware of the importance of rule-making technology for the legislative process, accompanied the rule-making process with a kind of "guidebook" on the use of rule-making techniques in the form of recommendations that "are designed to ensure legal perfection while at the same time preserve the uniformity of the legal technique used in federal legislation. 20 This demonstrates the increasing importance of rule-making legal acts, even in common law countries, and the role of technical and legal rules in preparing their texts.
in the near-abroad countries, there is an aspiration to legislatively establish legal technique rules. For example, Kazakhstan and armenia have laws "on legal acts, " 21 in Byelorussia, the Kirghiz republic and Tajikistan laws have been passed "on normative acts,"
22 and in moldova "on legislative acts." 23 russia has not adopted a similar legislative act yet, which indicates the many unresolved theoretical problems.
at the present stage, we can say that legal technique is firmly rooted in legal theory and practice, and the idea of Jhering that technology indirectly has significant ethical value, and practical jurisprudence, referring to the technical processing of material with extreme care, even with attention to the little details that can improve the technique of law in favor of everyone; its subtle work in the low places of the law contributing to the development of the latter often more of a deep nature 24 found its actual confirmation in spite of the resistance which it met from natural law advocates. The scope of "legal technique" includes its doctrinal and typological peculiarities, the specific character of the legal form and structure, special juridical and stylistic aspects of the legal matter formation, as well as the scientific views on it. as a result of finding an independent place for legal technique in the late 20 th century and early 21 st century, there was a tendency for it to move to a new development stage, prompted by the complications of modern legal life and the need to optimize the processes for implementing legal activities.
Preconditions for Transitioning from Instrumental to Technological Support of Legal Activity
Technologies have a significant impact on social development. They help to choose algorithms for reasonable behavior and contribute to the creation of truly new approaches. The term "technology" was introduced into scientific circulation for the first time by Johann Beckmann in 1777, in relation to the industrial sector.
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Bernard J. hibbitts notes that the law is technological because, "it was predominantly born as a technology, namely, communication technology. " 26 although the specificity of social connections is their ability to be empirically implemented until a certain level of complication. after that, the risk increases significantly, which requires the "inclusion" of the technology which, according to Joseph agassi, is an awareness of the method of action, a kind of theory on technique.
27 This is the moment observed in the present period due to the fact that legal activity has become a complex process in which the role of labor tools belongs to legal technique.
however, technological processes are mediated not only by certain methods, rules, ways to apply technique, but also by the division into elementary procedures and operations having their corresponding theoretical foundations. This is what separates technique from technology, i.e. process mediation of legal technique resource usage from the entirety of its instruments. Thus, legal technique is the cumulative effect of intentions, skills, procedures, methods, sensitivities and emphases aimed at producing some given reality out of the given dynamics in the name of and as an act of -and in conformity to -the "law. "
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Technological security is inherent in any activity that has a complex nature among its individual elements and a corresponding set of relevant tools.
a legal activity is a process and at each step or stage, certain resources are consistently applied. The characteristic of changeability ensures the transition from one state of legal validity to another in the process of achieving an expected legally significant result. norbert Wiener notes that the theory and practice of law entail two groups of problems: a group of problems related to general purpose law, the understanding of justice in law; and a group of problems related to the techniques by which these concepts will become effective. 29 legal technology is designed to accompany the complex legal reality of reliable instrumental solutions, which in a sense can be considered technological standards for implementing legal activities. The legal process, combined with a properly built technological process, creates a purposeful transformative activity in a legal environment.
The main goal for legal technology is to streamline the diversity of legal processes, procedures, actions and operations used by legal entities. it has the ability to manage their choices by synchronizing the procedures, actions and instrumental solutions required for this. legal activities subordinated to technological requirements acquire a systemic character, purposefulness, orderliness, and "the regularities of technological stages and the corresponding orders and rules that mediate them should be presented as a form (regime) The content boundaries of legal technology are still in the process of forming and this process should reflect the individuality of different legal areas, forming its specific content in unity. The technological processes of lawmaking, law enforcement, interpretation and systematization each pursue its own goals and objectives, which affect the process and relevant instrumental basis. The exact application of a specific tool at a particular stage in the production cycle is necessary to move forward or adjust in order to achieve a certain legal result.
The methodology for scientific knowledge of legal technology at the present stage is based on a variety of approaches that make it difficult to consolidate its place in legal theory and practice. The most significant are research positions which represent a comprehensive view of the existing approaches that accumulate theoretical knowledge and practical experience. in this case, the unity of the goals, tasks and resources that form its substantive basis is ensured.
legal technology is a special branch of scientific knowledge for administering stages of legal activity for preparing, registering and adopting a variety of legal decisions based on applying rule-making or doctrinally sound legal technical resources, as well as methods for designing changes in law and planning actions to achieve legal prospects in order to ensure the most effective and systematic legal practice. To achieve this goal, legal technologies should be looked at as integrated technologies, when the design and implementation of legal reforms are made based on the corresponding indicators of state development, coordinating the implementation of different types of legal activities by optimizing the consistent application of steps, stages, particular segments and the tools required for this purpose.
The essence of legal technology is to optimize the actively transforming impact on legal activities, when the actions of an authorized entity become orderly and synchronized with strategic objectives and technical and legal resources. The study of the technical side of a particular stage of legal activity will allow tools to be established for monitoring the actions of entities in more detail to normalize legal processes and, in a sense, to manage the management decision. This quality of legal technology allows the concept of sustainable legal development to be effectively implemented, to implement the principles of a "smart" state regulatory policy and to ensure a qualitative transition to new legal standards for legal activity.
in our opinion, the basis for the theoretical and methodological difficulties in introducing legal technologies in practice relates to the discussion over whether, for example, the development of laws is art or science? supporters of the first position consider it is an art 31 because each law requires an individual approach, while others believe that it is enough to master technology and skill. in our opinion, it is wrong to oppose art and science, because they are designed to solve completely different problems. if art in the given context appears in the form of creativity which provides uniqueness in the law, then the role of science consists in ordering the activity organization to achieve the required results thereby providing sustainable development for the system. We believe that the scale of creativity in law should not be overestimated. after all, a large number of legal tasks can be successfully solved by the skillful deployment of technical legal resources within a framework of certain legal procedures, operations, and actions. at the same time, the effective use of technical and legal tools is similar to art. it is possible to say that uniqueness is born in creativity, and it is further repeatedly applied, finding technological patterns in proportion to the solved problems.
legal technology is not limited exclusively by definition to the application of a sequence of legal technical resources, and their optimization, but also provides process validity based on established laws establishing legal validity. Consequently, legal technology should include everything that is associated with the legal process, rules and procedures for using technical legal resources to implement legal activities.
some foreign scholars consider legal technology not from the standpoint of organizing professional legal activity, but believe that it appears as "a system of social methods created to monitor the behavior of large groups of people, and as an institutionalized form of dispute resolution. " 32 organizing the introduction of legal technology can really be considered as a specific method for implementing types of legal activities, and managing them by algorithm. The initial task for determining the essence of legal technology is to assess the focus of its potential for work within the law, or outside of it in terms of the social action of law. This approach can be conditionally called communicative in a broad sense since, in this case, legal technologies are able to expand their capabilities beyond the legal environment. But it is still difficult to agree that these are social means. They have an expressive legal nature.
Communication consists of transferring information through the signal system outside, and within the law as a means of legitimizing public tasks that require legal support. it is legal technologies that can systematically realize the task of combining political, socio-economic and legal processes, procedures, actions, and their administration and synchronization. This is the main essence and advantage of legal technologies that are able to consolidate volitional acts by authorized entities into a common system to achieve the objectives of transformations in the law.
The uniqueness of legal technology is that it links all types of legal activity into a single production process, standardizes its potentially separate segments and, in a certain sense, introduces stability into legal processes. at the same time, it is reasonable to admit that the law will always have the intellect of lawyers, including their emotional intellects, which allows you to make decisions in unusual life situations. however, this does not detract from the role and importance of legal technologies aimed at identifying patterns and establishing rules for implementing legal activities.
as for the dilemma of "legal technique v. legal technology" there is no complexity or mystery, in our opinion. The fact is that there is some substitution between the concepts. although "legal technique" is most often referred to in literature as the instrumental know-how of legislation, 33 "for me it is the instrumental skill covering the entire legal process from making to applying the law."
34 What is called legal technique is often actually a legal technology, as a process of creating and expressing rights, and legal technique is the toolkit that allows you to create, modify and interact with law. The combined potential of legal technique and legal technology is capable of modernizing various tasks to increase the effectiveness of the legislative and law enforcement practice.
scientists note that these terms should be regarded as two independent, but interrelated phenomena that function in one objective reality and solve common goals and objectives. 35 Therefore, they can be considered complex categories, only by the simultaneous application of which is it possible to carry out a transformative function in the legal reality, especially in the context of large-scale legal modernization. legal technology and legal technique, combining their potential, provide legal activity a systematic and constructive validity for legal transformations, reduce legal errors, optimize the stages of lawmaking activity, systematize the actions and operations that are being implemented, and ultimately ensure high indicators of the legal development and achievement of state construction tasks.
The transition to technological support of legal activities is the answer to the complication in societyʼs legal life, the strengthening of the role of law in addressing state construction tasks. These factors influence the need to prevent the occurrence of legal technological and legal technical defects. actually, legal technique was developed for the sake of improving the form and content of the law. Therefore, at this stage, an important development for the technological side of legal activity 33 varga, supra note 28. should be formulating a concept that will prevent technological defects. only in this case can we talk about the successful transition from instrumental to technological support of legal activities.
Technological Defectology of Law
legal technologies should be developed as one of the most important areas within the defectology of law, which represents the doctrine of shortcomings in legal activities and legal errors, as well as methods for suppressing and mitigating them in a timely fashion. in this case, the technological component allows you to control the process to prevent certain distortions in legal activities. Different kinds of legal defects arise due to shortcomings in legal activities and legal errors caused by improper actions in applying the rules of legal technique.
Despite the fact that legal technique is an important condition and a means for preventing and correcting mistakes, nevertheless, at the present stage, many defects are caused precisely by violations of legal technique requirements. The specifics aspects of technical legal defects are such that at the modern level of legislative development, far from all of the requirements of legal technique are regulated by the rules of law. This significantly affects the ability to identify and prevent factors that determine the error.
one of the significant consequences from the presence of legal technical defects in the law is the discrepancy in the actual meaning with the form of a textual or other external expression of the legal prescription. such defects can arise due to excessively abstract formulations, one of the reasons for which is the influence of the existing socio-political situation on the creator of the right. some legal technical defects are noticeable to the "naked eye," which include, in particular, excessive congestion in formulations for normative legal acts, discordance of legal terms, when an unreasonable repetition of identical combinations of sounds interfere with the perception of the material, the choice of semantically unsuccessful terms, complex grammatical sentence constructions, and so on.
The nature of technological defects differs somewhat from legal technical defects and is associated with process, procedural and other violations which led to the appearance of certain flaws and inaccuracies in the sequence of applying legal technical resources. Both types of defects in the law are interrelated and interdependent, but their delineation allows a more focused look at the causes of their occurrence, and thus ensure work towards their targeted prevention, detection and suppression.
Technological defects are a consequence of underestimating certain order and proper instrumental support for implementing legal activities, the use of which either legitimized the adoption of legal decisions, or optimized the achievement of an expected legal result. in the first case, this ensures compliance with the principle of lawfulness, and in the second case, this reduces costs by eliminating redundant procedures, operations, etc. and the need to use comparable technologies. in our opinion, the prevention, detection and suppression of technological defects will positively effect a significant reduction in legal technical defects, and in this sense it is the technological defects that initially provoke the defectiveness factor in the law. after all, the established processes, procedures, operations and other actions of an authorized entity should prevent the occurrence of errors, distortions, and inaccuracies.
With technological defects, legal-competence mistakes are closely connected, i.e. these are flaws and inaccuracies committed by an official regarding establishing the boundaries of his own jurisdiction. it can be overstating or understating the jurisdiction, appropriating the jurisdiction of other state authorities, local selfgovernment bodies, or federal executive bodies, or a lack of harmony in legal decisions between the relevant bodies or officials. This category of errors is accompanied by a choice of technical and legal instruments that are disproportionate to the scope of the established jurisdiction for the relevant authorized entity. With such flaws, legal technical resources make it possible to obtain an external form of expression by the subject's jurisdiction, which is presumed by the subject. in this case, legal technical resources, on the one hand, help to formalize legal decisions, including those made based on defects and mistakes made, and on the other hand, the ability to formalize erroneous decisions, which helps flaws to be "removed from the shadow flaws is a great merit. " although this will require an expert assessment of the disproportion between legal technical tools and official powers.
in the future, we can talk about creating a kind of legal technical model or matrix for implementing certain powers by an official, which will work to improve the performance discipline and ensure the established powers are accurately applied. This circumstance encourages us to approach preparing jurisdictional norms 36 with particular scrupulousness that accurately and explicitly correspond to the rights and obligations of the authorized entity, which is "a necessary condition for strengthening the discipline of civil servants and officials, and an important guarantee of respect for the rights of citizens. " 37 legal technical provisions for jurisdictional norms allow us to 36 according to s. Belousov, a jurisdictional norm is understood as a generally binding rule of conduct aimed at regulating public relationships regarding the establishment, consolidation and implementation of powers of the jurisdictionʼs subjects, within the scope of their subjects and in accordance with the tasks and functions assigned to them. at the same time, the scientist distinguishes among the functions of jurisdictional norms like: establishing the subjects of a jurisdiction; empowering subjects with powers within their jurisdiction; and defining goals, tasks and functions of jurisdictional subjects. in our opinion, such norms have the additional function of instrumental security associated with the subject-regulatory function. clarify the limits on the subject matter for the authorized subject from an instrumental standpoint. The following logical rule can serve as a guideline for improving such norms: if it is proven that such a norm (or system of norms) is not effective enough due to certain defects, then eliminating the identified defects can improve its efficiency.
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This rule can be fully extended to the principles of working with technical and legal defects, which also reduce the effectiveness of legal norms. a defect can occur at an immediate stage in implementing an appropriate procedure or operation. We believe that by the nature of legal technical resources and the sequence in which they are applied, it is possible to reliably enough establish the type of legal activity, its specific stage or procedure (or other segment of the relevant activity). Consequently, technological certainty opens up the possibility to prevent defects by establishing or limiting the choice of legal technical instruments. however, it should be noted that the legislative regulation of the procedure, the rules for implementing a certain legal action and accompanying legal technical requirements does not differ in equivalence from regulation. For example, the procedural law book of the russian Federation gradually fixes the sequence of legal actions within the framework of appropriate judicial proceedings, although, for most of them, there are no legal technical requirements which are primarily restricted to formally attributive and structural rules.
The prevailing majority of procedural norms are concentrated in the field of lawmaking and law enforcement activities, which is justified by virtue of their specifics characteristics. however, these norms are accompanied, with rare exceptions, by legal technical requirements, which selectively regulate this aspect of the activity. in this regard, one of the technological defects is a gap in establishing the procedures and legal technical tools required to effectively implement it. moreover, the gap in this case is of a functional nature with a negative connotation.
There is a natural question: is any procedure to be accompanied by technical and legal tools? We believe that the formal rule in this case may be the following: any procedure or a combination thereof, the result of which is a prepared legal act, requires technical and legal security. and whether the relevant rules will be contained in the legal act 39 or in a special act regulating the rules for preparing, adopting and enforcing any type of legal act is not fundamental. also, such rules can be established in recommendations and documents of a referential nature.
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Combining legal technical rules for a certain set of processes should be guided by a unity of purpose towards which all these legal actions are directed. The unity of no special law on normative legal acts has yet been adopted in the russian Federation, although international practice shows a preference for this approach in regulating the rules for preparing, enforcing and revoking normative legal acts.
For example, Handbook on the Law-Making Technique, supra note 14. the goal is determined by the unity of the means of achieving it, and when the legal technical instruments radically change on the way to the goal, this always indicates a change in the guidelines that require a scientific justification and an update of its instrumental basis.
The formation of technological defectology of the law opens up new opportunities for assessing the effectiveness of legal activity, both from the point of view of selected legal processes and technical and legal instruments, and the validity of the subjectʼs actions. Because it allows differentiation of legal errors and defects arising in practice and, therefore, the development of rules based on this empirical experience in response to legal errors and defects. here there is a connection between theory and practice regarding the origins of legal technique and legal technology. The potential of legal technology is aimed at managing decision-making and routing resources as part of legal activities in order to improve the efficiency and quality of resource provision.
The Prospects for Implementing Legal Technologies
The main task for legal technology as a science is to transform the legal reality, taking into account the pre-existing ideas about the changes required in the legal system, and supporting them with the appropriate resources selected in accordance with a given sequence of processes, procedures, operations, and other legal actions based on identified economic, political, social, legal and other patterns. This requires an understanding of the direction future developments will take with a clear system of actions by authorized entities that provide legal support for public administration.
The theory of sustainable development is a rapidly developing scientific field and can be considered a progressive concept for strategic planning in developed countries. "sustainable development" means continuous progressive development, the main principle of which is to reconcile the interests of present and future generations, and tactical and strategic goals. any development involves changing the existing elements of the system, and stability is traditionally associated with avoiding change, "preserving" relationships and obstructing anything new. however, a timely change in legislative provisions, reflecting the dynamics of public relations, is an indicator of the smooth operation of regulatory mechanisms and the sustainable provision of law and order.
Designing sustainable development involves identifying goals and the mechanisms for achieving them, which creates prerequisites for interaction between legal policy and legal technology. legal policy is the scientifically-based, consistent and systematic activity of state and municipal bodies to improve regulatory mechanisms, and the civilized use of legal means to fully provide human rights and freedoms, strengthen discipline, legality and law and order, and to create legal statehood and a high level of legal culture in the life of society and the individual. in legal policy, a conceptual framework is laid out in the form of goals, principles and tasks that determine the tactics and strategy for legal development. The role of legal policy is to balance the spontaneity, variability and non-linearity of legal life, which are considered to be legal risks.
in the final analysis, legal technique serves in fact as a bridge between law as an issue of positivism and its practical implementation as shaped by legal policy considerations. 41 legal policy can fill the "void" in the scientific substantiation of a choice in a given set of legal decisions based on modern scientific concepts, and thus facilitate the coordination of actions of authorized subjects and processes, and optimize the legal technical resources for which legal technology is responsible. in the context of stable development, the role of legal technology is to effectively contribute to creating a stable legal system by preparing, adopting, and promulgating various legal acts with the help of a scientifically based set of principles, means, methods and rules, in accordance with plans and forecasts. 42 The combination of the stability factor and the transforming function of legal activity provide a complex interaction between legal technique and legal technology which ensures the consistency and constructive validity of legal reforms, prevents legal errors, and optimizes the stages of lawmaking activities.
The process of technological development in legal activity begins with the creation of a regulatory framework for optimizing legal activities related to preparing various legal acts. These goals are partially achieved through developing and adopting legislation on legal acts. in this law, the stages of the law-making process should be fixed, and the parameters for effectively planning norm-setting activities, and the rules for drafting normative legal acts, implementing expert activity and accounting for its results should be established. it should be noted that unresolved legislative issues will significantly hamper the development of legal activities in the future, which is especially aggravated by declining quality in drafting laws and increasing volumes of corrective legislation. it must also determine the legal technical specifics of law enforcement and contain requirements for implementing interpretation and systematization activities.
in our opinion, the adoption of such a law testifies to the recognition of the official (legitimate) status of legal equipment resources. however, a large-scale transition to standardized technological support for legal activities can be carried out only if changes are made in the system of normative legal acts: 1) determining the sequence of actions by authorized entities, coordinated with the legal technical rules for preparing laws or other legal documents; 2) establishing rules for expert activity (for example, when carrying out expert examinations of draft laws, including an assessment of regulatory impact, monitoring law enforcement, etc.). important documents for establishing rationing rules are also of a referential and recommendatory nature, containing technological standards for implementing various types of legal activities. Despite the non-applicability of the application, the role of the final rationing sources is significant. since they allow for more detailed specifications of various types of legal activity implementations by virtue of their capability. a more complex task is to restructure the thinking of the legal community to incorporate technological elements. in a general sense, such subject-specific thinking connects the human intellect and the technical means for carrying out activities. in the aspect of the subject area under consideration, this is the intellect of the lawyer and legal technical resources that help to consolidate the sequence of acts of thought. Technological thinking regarding the comprehension of legal activity comes to the fore when it is necessary to solve large-scale state tasks having significant social and legal consequences.
legal technologies should be viewed as a promising method for ensuring national interests, the study of which mainly has a "bias" towards the political and economic aspects. although the most important factor is correctly chosen and implemented legislative priorities that can neutralize negative trends within the country and internationally, and reflect the russian characteristic of legislative consolidation of national interests. it is possible with the help of legal technologies to implement the interests of the russian stateʼs federal system in the most comprehensive way, the principle of social justice in russian society, the priority of public interests over departmental, narrow interest groups, and to strengthen the clarity and thoughtfulness of legislative decisions, establishing an approach to determine the sequence of transformations to provide software development for legislation. a separate place in ensuring national interests should be hindering legal defects and mistakes and improving the current legislation. The role of legal technologies in solving these problems is significant, since they allow not only for consistently implementing the required legal transformations, but also for offering the most effective legal technical and legal-technological tools.
The 2017 report on the state of Civil society in the russian Federation prepared by the Public Chamber of the russian Federation shows that the main demand by an absolute majority of russians is for social justice, and among its main indicators, in particular, the unity of law is singled out. russians towards the realization of the principle of equality of all before the law, regardless of wealth, social status, nationality and other characteristics. Consistent implementation of this principle can be realized with the help of modern legal technologies that synchronize legal procedures ensuring guarantees of individual rights and freedoms and equal responsibility for all, to monitor the actions of authorized entities within the framework of law enforcement activities. improving legal activity and, first of all, law-making should be based on the concept of "smart" state administration, the basis of which is the stimulation of qualitative changes by introducing new technologies. an example of introducing such technologies is the introduction of procedures for assessing the regulatory impact and the actual impact of rule-making legal acts in the law-making process, thanks to which the optimal level of impact on public relations is chosen. Qualitative and quantitative cooperation by stakeholders in sustainable development makes management "smart" and provides a special role for legal technologies. in this case, technologies aimed at reducing defects in legal activity, improving the quality of rule-making legal acts, and forecasting the consequences of adopting given legal rules will be actively developed.
a new level of development for the legal system is seen in the close interaction between legal and information technologies. This will help to transform primary data into a new quality of information and, on this basis, to offer optimal legal solutions. information technologies help to not only optimize and improve systems and processes, but become a catalyst for radical changes over time, and in the near future will become the basis for the judicial system. 44 Their ability to serve an impressive array of legal information, at the same time taking into account the large number of facts, circumstances, characteristics, etc., creates a real opportunity to search for weak points in the logical structure of legal work, and allows you to convert the professional activities of a lawyer. at the same time, legal technologies are responsible for optimizing legal processes based on their resource support, which will eventually lead to the possibility of automating the methods for tracking and monitoring the state of the legal system. introducing technologies into the process of legal decision-making management helps to minimize the physical movement of people and documents, significantly reduce the time to consider applications, complaints, appeals and other documents, and to create opportunities to more fully take advantage of electronic document storage. 45 and, what is perhaps more important to prevent the emergence of serious errors in the implementation of legal activities arising from the presence of the human factor of different origin. The formation and use of information resources allows not only to optimize the information technology process, ensuring the timely provision of information, its validity, reliability and completeness, but also to design a new legal reality, setting certain standards for the stability of the legal system. The increased technological efficiency of legal activity is aimed at improving the quality of legal life, the protection of rights and freedom, and ensuring the stable rule of law and legal security of state.
Conclusion
legal technology is a special legal phenomenon that ensures technological perfection of legal activity based on optimizing resource support and reducing defects in the law. They are able to act as a driver for modernizing the legal life of society. after all, it is possible to improve the qualitative aspect of legal activity by introducing an established sequence of procedures, operations, and actions into the legal practice accompanied by the necessary tools. This is confirmed by interviews with jurists who note that the rules of law that establish such a sequence 46 are the most difficult to understand and apply. The development of legal and technological strategies addresses many issues aimed at determining the optimal tactics for achieving a given legal result.
The concept of improving legal activity using legal technologies is based on establishing sound choices of procedural and instrumental solutions as a priority. This does not just work to improve the effectiveness of the law enforcement practice, but also ensures high standards in observing civil rights and freedoms, the modernization of legal statehood. The image of the future legal system of the state should be created now. For this, it is necessary to develop the practice of consolidating technical, legal technical and legal-technological rules. and it is not so important, in exactly what status these rules will be initially fixed. gradually accumulated empirical experience will encourage transitioning certain rules to mandatory standards of legal activity. however, the first step that triggers this process is certainly the adoption of special legislation on the legal status of various sources of law and the special requirements imposed on them.
46
The survey was conducted from march to august 2018, which was attended by 160 practicing specialists of the southern Federal District of the russian Federation in the field of legal proceedings, the prosecutor's office, notary, customs, the state registration of cadastre and cartography, the federal prison service. according to the results of the answers, 43% of respondents consider the law to be the most problematic for understanding and applying the rule of law, establishing the sequence of procedures, actions, operations defined by the provisions of the law, and 38% of respondents have difficulties with legal norms that establish specific content of rights and obligations of addressees of law. at the same time, the prevailing majority of respondents (64%) believe that the legislatively fixed sequence of instruments necessary to implement the provisions of the law accompanying the enforcement stage will reduce the number of law enforcement mistakes, systematize the technology of application of the law, subject to complex processing of the legislative array. normally fixed (legitimized) technologies should become the basis for ensuring legal security. legal security is considered in two aspects, firstly, as a set of measures, means and methods of legal provision (protection) carried out in the legal system and through the law, and secondly, the state of legal protection (guarantee) for the vital interests (statuses, regimes, etc.) of subjects of the law in connection with entering into legal relationships. 47 even in countries where the rules of legal technology are fixed, they nevertheless do not determine the legal technical standards of legal security. although it is rightly noted that it is possible to provide all kinds of security with the full protection of the law itself, which acts as a guarantor of security within the existing legal system, and "legal defects have no boundaries and permeate the entire social organism. " 48 Therefore, it is important to create a basis for preventing legal defects, penetrating "dirty" technologies into legal transformations, and legal technologies are one of the effective methods for achieving these goals.
The formation of high-tech jurisprudence is a way to optimize legal activity, provide better service to international, supranational and national law, create conditions for improving the legal system, managing the adoption of optimal lawmaking decisions and improving transparency in the law enforcement process.
